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Mission Statement:
To serve as a rural temple, ceremonial space and educational resource center for the
study of global earth-based spirituality; offering a creative multicultural
environment for the practice of esoteric rituals, humanities education & communitysupported agriculture.
Objectives:
1) Discover a comprehensive spiritual conscientiousness demonstrating universal
methods of ceremonial temple services & promoting worldwide civic activism as
an expression of human purpose, realized through the ethical & sentient pursuit
of transcendental Thelema (Will- Greek: [θélima] )
2) Teach what we learn to achieve a balance of ritual and prayer in our daily lives by
actively participating in & contributing to our ongoing Pagan culture, honoring
the observance of the Seasonal, Planetary & Astrological cycles evident in
Nature
3) Adapt to realize new potential, while co-creating a sustainable organic farming
community, unified in the core conservational values of biodynamic cultural
diversity, as expressed in Western Hellenistic Greek & Eastern Hindu cultures

Location: The OAO Temple Haus is rooted in Missoula, Montana; it sits on 2.5 acres of mountainous
Miller Creek canyon land and functions as a residence to OAO Clergy, committed students and Coven
members. The space includes a designated Temple Room in which a variety of workshops, classes,
services and ceremonies are hosted for the general public. Featuring an extensive esoteric lending
library, a vending booth, full kitchen and a common-area where guests gather for tea and
nourishments, a full calendar events unite many witches, healers, mystics and therapeutic
professionals. The land around the temple contains raised garden beds, a small fruit orchard, cluckhappy chickens and many semi-wild-rural-rovers like turkey, fox and deer. A downstairs residence
and a hermit’s plot of land near to the creek are both leased seasonally to community members; the
two founders rent on-site in the second floor residential space in order to sustain the property as a
whole. A number of well-traveled friends, including initiated elders, have commented that the OAO
Temple Haus functions similarly to an Indian ashram and we rather embrace that idea.
We are proud to be a Global Pagan 501c3 charitable organization.

Volunteerism & Donation-Based Participation: As the vibrant OAO community continues to
grow, so does the requirement to meet their needs as a reputable public facility. At this point in the
group’s development, the founders meet these needs out-of-pocket. Since 2003, the two founding
members have upheld OAO with limited personal wealth and they have never accepted private profit
for temple events. Depending on the event and season, Clergy and Coven members - as well as some
volunteers - work together anywhere from 20 to 40 hours per week for the organization. To subsist,
the temple gratefully receives community donations, collects annual group membership contributions
in exchange for esoteric services, and earns revenue by vending imported items of spiritual
significance and handcrafted seasonal goods that are either wildcrafted or made on site.
While this support covers some operational expenditure like the cost of events, classes and
community feasts, it does not account for the cost of electric, gas, and mortgage, least to mention staff
wages. There is a great and present need for specialized-skill volunteers and external funding in order to
sustainably serve the community as a full-time cooperative religious center. If you or someone you
know is interested in earth-based volunteerism, and would like to participate in the organization’s
ongoing nonprofit work, or sponsor a seasonal event, please contact the temple. Manifest the time to
become a member or consider donating a tax-deductible general operations annuity, if you would like
to show your support. With your help this year, volunteers will start work on renovating the library
bookshelves; we will weatherproof the temple, enclose the front porch and construct a drip-irrigation
system for the community-supported garden. Join us for the magick and mayhem as we work to
manifest our shared visions for the temple this year. In love and Light, Blessed Be.
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ABOUT Opus Aima Obscuræ (a fusion of Latin & Hebrew, meaning “Work of the
Great Primordial Mother”) can be termed "Eastern Hellenistic" and is a “disciplined-eclectic” esoteric system founded by
Estha McNevin and Raven Digitalis in 2003. The Coven and Order structure, as well as the details of the spiritual system
were channeled by Estha McNevin during Atlantean and Delphic oracular work with the Thoth Tarot. It was formally
born on June 6th, 2003 and has been growing and evolving ever since as a “living matriarchal occult Order.” OAO
borrows from a multitude of sources (particularly Witchcraft, Thelema, Hermeticism, Hinduism, Esoteric Qabalah and
animistic shamanism) and retains the idea that disciplined devotion, self-sacrifice, committed study and self-reflection
serve as mindful mechanisms for genuine spiritual development. We consider ourselves a matriarchal Binah path that is
attuned primarily to the female creatrix aspect of the planet Saturn. All temple work inspires and supports Thelema
within the community, and our Coven regularly hosts or participates in local projects for nonprofit groups such as Ars
Terra, Greenpeace, the Missoula Food Bank and various civil rights organizations. OAO is also a 501c3 federal nonprofit.
The core themes of our ceremonial symbolism revolve around mythic astrological consciousness
and individual development. As a sanctified Temple Haus we know that discovering the answers to the Great Mysteries
is a lifelong process. We all exist to assist one another in our development as spiritual beings. More than an occult
fraternity, in the traditional sense, Opus Aima Obscuræ serves as an extended family support system and initiatory
structure for those drawn to the matriarchal study of the Tarot as a formula for Hermetic advancement and personal
transformation. Our rituals are focused on harmony in service and draw on both Inner and Outer Work. OAO is not a
cult, nor is it a fundamentalist or rigid ascetic system. Its practices and requirements may seem foreign to those who have
not had exposure to multicultural spiritualism or global fusion culture. In no way does OAO claim to be better or more
advanced than any other training module, as we fully recognize that our esoteric system may work as a complement to
other dedicatory traditions, Covens, Groves, Lodges or Orders that any given member may be additionally involved
with. We believe that everyone on this planet is a spiritual being in the process of both healing and awakening unto the
deeper truths within themselves and reality. \ (93) Y

EASTERN HELLENISTIC NEOPAGANISM ~ OAO is both a training
system and an open community group. This approach attempts to use the unifying philosophies and principles of the
Hellenistic Greeks to wed various Western, African, Mesopotamian and Asiatic traditions to the seasonal Wheel of the
Year along with modern Pagan structures of worship. Combining Græco-Roman planetary deities with the gods of the
zodiac and other African and Asian deities is an approach that views all gods as valid and worthy of proper veneration.
The term Hellenistic refers to the ideology present in the Hellenistic Period of world history in the fourth to first century
BCE. The process of Hellenization was marked by the conquests of Alexander the Great, an aristocratic Greek general
and political strategist who conquered the Achaemenid Persian Empire, including Egypt, Mesopotamia, and even the
Punjab and Gujarat regions of India.
As a result of the cultural sensitivities taught to him by his tutor and mentor Aristotle, Alexander
approached the lands and cultures of the people that he conquered with a whole new appreciation for the ancient
civilizations, often adopting foreign gods and ritual practices in an effort to aid him in global conquest. The principles of
the Hellenistic period reflect this open cultural expansion. A Persian life philosophy called ‘Proskynesis’ became
Alexander’s model and it’s one that OAO adopts today. This ethos compels one to foster respect for each living thing on the
planet. This cultivates the understanding that each place and moment, in fact everyone we meet, has something new and exciting to
teach us. Learning is the root of all happiness and adaptation in life; it makes for a monk where once a warrior stood. As the Greeks
spread their gods and culture throughout the world, they absorbed many foreign principles, adopting foreign deities and
customs (as well as wives and families) into their own Western spiritual practice. It is in the bellowed belly of global
shamanism that along with these very philosophic themes of cultural and religious syncretism, the foundations of our
Western Hermetic myths are forged. For example, during the Hellenistic period we in the West began to see the fusion of
multiple deities such as Hermes (Greek), Mercury (Roman), and Thoth (Egyptian) who in their great popularity became
ubiquitous archetypes recognized universally in different cultures, while essentially serving regional and collective
mythic esoteric functions by embracing the diversity in detail.
An Eastern Hellenistic approach, in our view, does away with a strictly Western dogmatic
approach to Gnostic ideology. Instead, it carries forth the social wisdom and esoteric values of many eastern pantheons
and schools of thought including branches of Yoruba, Hinduism, Buddhism, Shinto and Taoism. The spiritual
philosophies of ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome, Persia, India and the Mesopotamian Fertile Crescent are integrated into the
Thoth Tarot, and a particular importance on archetypes is emphasized. This “Eastern wisdom-meets-Western knowledge”
philosophy carefully considers and upholds many global ideas of traditional worship, prayer, and time-honored
methods of veneration. We strive for ceremonial and cultural authenticity and follow well-defined rituals for each deity
or spiritual force called. We take great care to extensively research academically, only after receiving a ‘call’ to work with
such studies in our professional capacity as Pagan Clergy. As a multicultural resource center we embrace the spiritual
freedom of all practitioners, we accept that everyone has their own cultural and religious needs or deity-specific acts of
devotion. Our way is but one of countless millions.
Please inquire if you would like to learn more about OAO, or the public classes and lectures that we offer on Wicca, Pagan History,
Tarot, Spellwork, Crafting & the Occult. Anyone may contact the temple to learn more about how to participate in our Pagan ritual
events, rural organic farming projects, or to ask about our spiritual volunteerism and civil rights activism programs.
Thank you for your participation and support.
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Public *Sabbats*: 7:45pm-1am . Open to all! These include basic Wiccan or
Gardnerian ritual procedure, seasonal ritualistic observation, Sabbatical celebrations and general
tribal revelry. All community members and newcomers are welcome to visit the Temple Haus!
Public *Cottage Crafts*: 7:45pm-1am . Open to all! Public Cottage Crafting
or Hedge Crafting events are forums for community-based education and neo-rustic reclaiming
skills for the modern TRIBE! These events focus on the revival of Olde World talents and include
non-ritualistic spellwork, arts, crafts, gardening and alchemy. Events vary and are based on the
traditional seasonal activities of our ancestors. These are festive social occasions that include
participatory lessons on the basics of rural nature craft. They often include active community
magick and ancestral or nature worship. These events are a great time to get to know our
community Elders, OAO Order members, Coven and prospective students.
*Pagan Kids’ Events*: 5:15pm. Open to all! These fun-filled events for the
young witches, wizards and magick-folk of our community meet earlier than other events to
ensure that the halflings get their own special time to celebrate, frolic, explore, craft and make
magick! These generally occur before selected Sabbats annually.

!&! *Open Library Day*: 3:15-11pm. Open to all! This is a great event for
newcomers or anyone who is interested in community networking or using our Library for
personal esoteric research. Community members are welcome to view books, consult Clergy for
resources and spell suggestions, make copies for their own records and check out or return
books. In addition we also offer the following activities:
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5:15 pm Open Temple Meditation (Elemental, Seasonal and Astrological Themes)
6:15pm Crafting or spiritual studies class offered by a guest instructor
8:15pm Featured esoteric documentary or spiritual film

¡ * Full Moon * rituals: 9:15pm-2am & (¤) *Full Sun* rituals: 12:15pm3pm : The Coven and the training Order members observe Lunar and Solar “Full” ceremonial
rituals respectively. Full Moons are for the Coven, while the Full Suns are for members. - OAO
community members, prospective guests and attendees are encouraged to observe these astrological holidays solitarily and to
inquire or express interest if they feel drawn to experience any of these Temple events. - Please note that our Full Moon

ceremonies observe zodiac and planetary influence and feature Doreen Valente’s Drawing Down
of the Moon. Full Sun ceremonies are marked by the astrological point of each sun sign when it
is exalted in a 15-degree mark on the zodiacal belt, generally falling between the 5th and 7th day of
any given month; this is based on Mesopotamian and Semitic astrological magick. If you are
interested in attending any of these celestial rituals please contact us to learn more about our
ceremonial activities. We welcome all inquiries!
To request permission to participate in an invite-only or RSVP event, please inquire with a member of the
Coven by sending an email to temple@opusaimaobscurae.org or by calling 406-926-1802.

 *Women’s Dark Moon* rituals : 7:45pm-1am . These women-only psychic
development rituals include general Gardnerian ritual procedure, occult themes, astrologically aligned
divinations and devotional offerings to Parvati-Aima-Mata: our Hellenistic archetypal feminine trinity
and Matriarch deity.

() *Men’s Dark Sun* rituals : 7:45pm-1am . These men-only ‘Dusk’ Solar rituals are
designed to attune masculine energy to the Sun. These are performed at Sun’s transitory time between
zodiac signs, and shall align masculine energies to the astrological solar tides. These include an aligned
community ‘activity’ and gameplay. Offerings are made to Shiva-Abba-Baba: our Hellenistic archetypal
masculine trinity and Patriarch deity. (Note: If a Dark Sun falls on an Equinox or Solstice, fellows please
observe the HP’s special ritual requests!)
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$ Ritual Attendance Requirements $
Hereto otherwise known as the fine print, or rules by which to herd hippies by the rainbow

%

Please Practice Mindfulness

%

& Entertain an open mind. Thoughtfully observe the spiritual space, participate with good intention, ask questions if you feel unsure and behave
with mindfulness and courtesy while visiting as a guest, in our home, here on consecrated, sacred ground. We work hard to host and serve the spiritual needs of
our visitors. Please help us to celebrate our community’s diversity by participating with integrity, compassion and mutual respect during events at the Temple
Haus. We request that all guests review our Code of Conduct for more information. You will find this posted on the community outreach board and on the door
that leads directly into the Temple room and enclosed within this Calendar of Events. Additional copies will always be made available upon request.

edhAfce

' Fairly Take & Fairly Give: A $5-10 ritual or craft supply remuneration is suggested. OAO is a
nonprofit temple. We rely on guest donations and communal participation to teach Olde World crafting skills and to publically observe consistent astrological
rituals. If you plan to visit, please do your part to help make the temple sustainable. We observe a $5-10 suggested contribution for any given event. Temple
services improve your karma when they are performed with loving mindfulness. We hope all guests will roll up their sleeves and join right in. Pet a chicken, stuff
a samosa, wash up your own dishes and discover those extraordinary reasons to dive into the details of a sacred ritual or event.

edhBfce

( Supply & Demand:

Please contribute a $5 feast remuneration AND one food or drink item to
share for High Holidays (see calendar) Please bring a vegetarian, organic-local-fresh, sustainable, or regionally harvested appetizer,
dessert or beverage to share. Please refrain from bringing meat to the Temple Haus unless it is humanely sourced, Pagan-raised, sustainable, Kosher or Halal.
All temple meals are fresh and organic, celebrating local produce; meals are artfully prepared to nourish the mind, body and spirit with elemental, planetary and
astrological prayers. Magick is cast into the food throughout its construction, making each dish Prasad: a sacred offering.

edhCfce

BE HERE NOW

%

LIKE, RIGHT NOW

- Please leave your cell phone in the entryway -

(#:)*+,-./01

NO TECHNOLOGICAL DIVICES ALLOWED
Electronics, cell phones and recording devices
are prohibited here . (Unless prescribed by a medical professional.)
Upon rare exception, Clergy may approve a medical, linguistic or media device in advance, if intended for scheduled
viewing, holiday Skype-ins, or Coven approved academic documentation. Please help us to maintain guests’ privacy in a
peaceful and human-interactive spiritual environment. Keep phones and tablets turned off and left inside a vehicle, coat
pocket, bag or purse left in the public entryway. Refrain from checking your phone except in the case of emergency. Please
note that we do encourage outdoor and entryway photos and will always seasonally feature fun locations to enjoy a quick
snap with friends. During these permitted times, please gain the permission of anyone you wish to include photographically.

2 All new attendees must first read the code of conduct and join in a public Sabbat event before they are
permitted to participate in a private ritual, Men’s Solar or Women’s Lunar circles. This is to provide a
general feel for our Greek Hellenistic ceremonial style and it offers first time guests and new community
members a chance to take a tour of the grounds, meet OAO Clergy and get to know our Coven members.
Public Sabbats are a great time to network and meet other teachers and healers in our community,
meditate, cast a spell or just sit with a good book and enjoy the space.

3All Ritual Events are 18+ unless given express verbal and written parental consent.

We prefer that your
parent or legal guardian is the one to drop you off and pick you up personally, so that they are able to
take a tour of the space and get a general feel for the community before granting any consent or
permission for someone underage to participate in our events. Please have your parent or legal guardian
contact an OAO Clergy member directly if you would like to arrange for this meet-and-greet service.

4 Many of our rituals and public events are social gatherings where liquor may be served.

Any community
member under the age of 21 will not be served alcohol of any kind, no exceptions! During traditional
Pagan drinking holidays like Bubastis and Saturnalia, we do observe a 21+ invite only policy. Please
refer to our Temple Haus Code of Conduct for more information regarding ritual drug use and State
Licensed Medical Marijuana use while visiting the Temple Haus. Contact a Clergy member if you have
any questions regarding this policy, or to learn more about the designated smoking area.
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You are welcome to bring your own ritual robes and tools to ceremonial events, solely for your own use,
but it is not a requirement. If you would like to borrow a robe while participating in a ritual please ask a
Coven or Order member if any robes are laundered and available for public use.
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Casting Spells & Ringing Bells
% 6 % All guests are encouraged to bring personal altar prayers, offerings, or seasonal occasion
spellwork to rituals and social events held at the Temple Haus. For more ideas, consult the guide
provided below.
'ô 6 ô' Each OAO public event is an opportunity for the community to harness the energy of
the zodiac as living gods, present offerings to the Elemental sprits at their altars, as well as
observe any of the many expanding deity shrines of the Temple Haus. Offerings are most
effective when they symbolically reflect prayers, blessings and feelings of universal gratitude &
loss or goals that are present priorities in one’s life. Spells are not made great by worth or value
in the material world, but instead evoke a mystical aura related to our own spirit or will; making
offerings a cryptogram of our hearts’ desires. As tools of manifestation, purification and
transfiguration, they are compassionately cared for by the Priestesses and Priests of OAO and are
burnt, buried or sunk on Temple Haus grounds at the end of each ritual year. If you are unsure of
how to make your offering or where to place your spell, please request assistance from a Priest or Priestess
of the Temple.
7 Altars & Shrines in the Temple are:
Ancestral (Library), Faerie Folk (Entryway),
Earth/North (Ganesha), East/Air (Bastet),
South/Fire (Shango) & West/Water (Yemaya)
)¡( Parvati-Aima-Mata (Binah/Saturn/Great
Goddess), Durga Maa, Laxmi, Kali Maa, Radha,
Venus, Isis, Hathor, Bast, Hekate, Persephone,
Avalokiteshvara, Meigami, Mary
_ Shiva-Abba-Baba
(Chokmah/Neptune/Great God), ShivLing,
Ganesh, Jagganath, Krishna, Buddha Siddhartha,
Osiris, Horus, Thoth, Hermes, Hades

8 Guests may also bring: natural incense,
candles, prayer cards, paper lanterns & flags,
bells, wind chimes or biodegradable ribbons & old
tattered cloths to tie to the trees and fences as
prayers or offerings to the ‘ye olde’ spirits!
9:;<=4 >
While you visit us we hope you will cast a bit
of magick, relax with a good cup of tea and
connect with other likeminded folks, even if
only for a spell.

?Further Inquires & Spiritual Services?
@A You may arrange event transportation with a volunteer driver by contacting them 24 hours in

advance; we require a $5 driver donation and inform riders of set pick-up and drop-off times that are convenient
to the volunteer driver. Please phone the OAO Temple Haus to arrange for this service or, if you would
like to commit to helping others attend rituals, contact the Temple to join our carpool volunteer list.
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TEMPLE SERVICES OFFERED include spiritual counseling, divination (Tarot, runes, scrying, past
life regression), magick consultation, culinary tutorials, rites of passage rituals, naming ceremonies,
handfastings, Reiki, private ritual work and shamanic healings. Please inquire for current rates.

ù OAO seminary and Coven training information is available by request. We are always happy to

answer any questions that you may have about the esoteric courses we offer or further spiritual
counseling and training within our Order. Please contact a Clergy member if you have any questions
about the organization’s Coven or training Order.

